MEDIA KIT

ABOUT
BlackHairKitchen (BHK) is an online portal for all things Black hair care. Reaching a
wide demographic of women of color, BHK showcases the versatility of hair, beauty
and culture. Within a year BHK has become one of the top websites for Black hair

care with over 50K unique visitors and 100k page visits per month. BHK offers easy
and accessible info that is pertinent to the daily needs of women of color.
BlackHairKitchen is owned and operated by BHK, LLC

1.

FOUNDER

Jouelzy is a YouTube vlogger, who has grown an audience of Black women who
celebrate the diversity of their beauty and intelligence. A web developer by day,
Jouelzy understands the mechanics of paving a way for other women of color as she
carves out her career in tech, leading her to develop Black Hair Kitchen (BHK) along
with a silent partner, as a one stop shop for all things Black hair care. Removing the
line between natural versus relaxed and providing a clean user experience that allows
one to easily access diverse information. With a YouTube audience of 75K+ women

and 3.3million views, building the BHK brand has been a great addition for Jouelzy to
provide detailed information on hair care for Black women.

JOUELZY

2.

STATISTICS

100K
PAGE VIEWS PER MONTH

536

VISITORS
PER MONTH

51k+

1ST BHK HAIR EXPO 13

ATTENDEES

33

SPONSORS

TOP GOOGLE SEARCH

•
•
•
•
•

BLACK HAIR
BLACK HAIR CARE
CURLY WEAVE
MAINTAIN WEAVE
BEST CURLY WEAVE

3.

AD SPACE
HEADER ADS

720x90
970x90
SIDEBAR ADS

300x250

200x200

160
x600

4.

AD SPACE
POSTS AD HOMEPAGE

468x60
250x250

POSTS AD POST PAGE

468x60
250x250

300x250

5.

AD SPACE
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Sponsored Post written by BHK staff
Premium Sponsored Post written by Jouelzy
Sponsored Content written by Sponsoring Company
Sponsored Giveaway
Video Tutorial on YouTube.com/Jouelzy + Post written by Jouelzy
Minimum time allotment for advertising: 3 days

6.

WHY ADVERTISE WITH BHK

Top online destination for women of
color looking for information on all
facets of hair care, product reviews and
informtion.
Website is updated on daily basis by
multiple authors with highly sought

Clean and accessible website that caters
to the user experience.
Responsive site + ads for mobile
visitors.
Monthly statistics of ad performance.

after content.

Potential sponsored cross collaboration
with BHK & Jouelzy YouTube.

7.

CONTACT
sponsorship@blackhairkitchen.com

Thank you for your interest in Black Hair Kitchen. We’re delighted to be able to
offer you direct advertising. Creative positions are available for purchase on
homepage, individual post page, Dictionary and sidebar. Sponsored posts and
giveaways are also available. We’re happy to provide you with statistical information
about our site. Please contact for rates, if you’re interested in discussing this
opportunity further, please submit the form below:
Your email address

Locations on the page that you’re interested in

Type of advertising

URLs that you’re interested in

Start date and end date for the campaign

Thanks,
BHK LLC.

8.

